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Let p. denote the proportion of all linear extensions >* of a partial order on 
(1.2, 3,..., n} in which i>*j. The deterministic transitivity law for the subset 
{ 1, 2, 3) says that (p,* = I, p2, = 1) =pI1 = 1, and similarly for permutations of 
123. The corresponding probabilistic or proportional transitivity law asserts that, 
for all (A, p) in the unit square, (p,* > L, pzs > p) +P,~ >f(i p), wheref(l, p) is the 
intimum of p13 over all finite posets that have p12 2 R and p23 > I(. It is shown that 
f(A, PI) = 0 when A + p < 1, and f( 1, p) = p. Moreover, f(& 1 - A) < l/e. and, when 
I+p>l and max{l,p}il, f(A,p)<l-(l-1)(1-p)[l-log(l-l)(l-p)]. 
The exact value off is presently unknown for every case in which I + p 2 1 and 
max{I, p} < 1. 
1. INTRoDuCTL~N 
Let pii for distinct i and j in n = { 1, 2,..., H} denote the proportion of all 
linear extensions (n, >*) of an irreflexive poset (n, >) in which i>* j. 
Clearly, pii + pji = 1 whenever i # j, and pii = 1 if and only if i > j. Our aim 
is to investigate the function f defined on the unit square by 
where the infimum is taken over all posets (n, >) with 3 <n < co for which 
~1222 andp,,>p. 
The function f is concerned with correlational transitivity or propor- 
tional transitivity within families of linear extensions of partial orders. 
Deterministic transitivity, { 1 > 2, 2 > 3) =E- 1 > 3, is characterized by 
f( 1, 1) = 1. More generally, f(A, p) is the lower bound on the relative fre- 
quency of 1 >* 3 in the linear extensions of a poset whose relative frequen- 
* I am indebted to two referees for valuable comments and to W. V. Gehrlein for verifying 
the computations for Fig. 1. Simulations by Gehrlein for 8-point posets suggest that n=9 is 
the smallest n at which all of p,>, pz,, and ps, can exceed f-. 
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FIGURE 1 
ties for 1 >* 2 and 2 >* 3 in its linear extensions are at least as great as /z 
and p, respectively. 
The present study was stimulated by two earlier notes (Fishburn [ 1,2]) 
that gave examples off($, 1) < 4, and by related works on linear extensions, 
including Stanley [S], Shepp [S], and Fishburn [3]. An example of 
f(f, 4) < $ is shown by the Hasse diagram of a 9-point poset in Fig. 1, where 
each of 1, 2, and 3 is greater than three other points. In this case, p,2 = 
p23 = p31 = +t$ = 0.503..., so in fact f(j$$, $),< &j$, A much better upper 
bound on this f(L, 1) will be obtained below. 
I have been able to determine f precisely on only part of the unit square 
where the proofs are nearly trivial. 
THEOREM 1. IfAsp< thenf(l,p)=O. Moreouer,f(l,~)=~foraii~ 
in [O, 11. 
Proof Figure 2 illustrates two proofs off = 0 for 1+ p < 1, one with 
3> 1 and the other with 1 and 3 incomparable. The left diagram has 
plx=O, p12=(b+ 1)/(6+c+3) and p13=(c+ l)/(b+c+3). Given 
1+ ,U < 1, we take b and c sufficiently large in correct proportion to obtain 
p12 > ;I and pz3 > p. For the right diagram, a is made large to drive p13 
toward 0, then b and c are made much larger than ~1 in correct proportion 
to obtain plz > 1 and pz3 > p. The proof of the second part of Theorem 1 is 
left to the reader. 1 
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Theorem 1 suggests that the interesting cases for f arise when 2 + p 2 1 
and max{;l, c(} < 1. The following lemma gives fairly obvious bounds for 
this case. 
LEMMA 1. ZfA+,u>l andmax(&pf<l then 
ProoJ: The lower bound follows from the fact that at least A + p - 1 
proportion of the linear extensions must have both 1 >* 2 and 2 >* 3, 
hence 1 >* 3. The upper bound is implied by the second part of Theorem 1 
and the easily verified fact that f is nondecreasing in its arguments. 1 
I have found it surprisingly dillicult to improve the bounds in Lemma 1. 
The lower bound of 1+ p - 1 is presently the best that is known. Two 
improvements will be made on the upper bound. The first applies to the 
interior diagonal with 1+ p = 1 that separates the S= 0 region (A + p < 1) 
from the region (2 + p > 1) in which f must be positive. 
THEOREM 2. f(A, I-A)<e-‘foralZ0<1<1. 
This beats the upper bound in Lemma 1 only when eP1 < 2 < 1 - e-‘. It 
gives f($, f) <e-’ =0.367..., which is significantly tighter than the results 
for f(f, f) in [ 1,2]. Theorem 2 is proved in the next section. 
The other upper-bound result is 
THEOREM 3. Zfn+,u>l andmax{&p}<l, then 
f(A,p)< 1 -(l -A)(1 -p))cl +log l/(1 -A)(1 -PL)l. 
This is proved in the third section. The proof uses a different construc- 
tion than the one used for Theorem 2 since the latter does not work when 
A+p> 1. 
The bound in Theorem 3 is worse than the bound of Theorem 2 along 
the diagonal since 1 - A( 1 - L)[ 1 -log A( 1 - A)] equals about 0.403 when 
A= 4 and increases as I moves away from 4. It is also worse than the upper 
bound in Lemma 1 in much of the region above the diagonal, but beats 
min(1, cl} around the A = p diagonal for il less than about 0.72. 
Figure 3 illustrates our results for A = p > 4. The curved line is the bound 
of Theorem 3. The dashed lines are from Lemma 1. 
The indeterminacy that remains for f when 1+ p > 1 and max { A, p} < 1 
is offered as a challenge to interested readers. A subsidiary question is 
whether f is continuous. If it is then f(i, 4) = 0. The upper bound of e ~ r on 
f(f, t) is the best that is presently known. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The generic poset used to establish f(A, 1 -A) <e-i for all 0 < A < 1 is 
poset II in Fig. 4. It has j + k + h + s + 1 points. To prove the theorem, we 
fix s > 2 and increase j, k, and h without limit in such a way that p,* > 1 - A 
and pz3 > A throughout the process. (Note that f( 1 - A, A) = f(L, 1 - A) and, 
more generally, f(A, 1~) =f(p, A).) The limit result for fixed s is shown 
below- to be 
s s 
p13s - . 
( ) s+l 
Since this is true for every s > 2, we conclude that f(A, 1 -A) 6 
lim[s/(s + l)]” = e-‘. 
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The values of the proportions for poset II are 
s j+k+s+l 
p12 = 1 -p*, = l- ( 
s+l ) 
j+k+s 
( > 
(j+k+h+s+l) 
s 
p23 = 
(j+k+h+s+l) 
(“3 =fi, (hi+&) 
p13=(j+;+s) fi,(l+&) . 
For example, the first ratio for p23 is the number of linear extensions with 2 
above 3 [2 over 3 in k + 1 ways in the vertical chain, then merge the s 
branch with the vertical chain] divided by the total number of linear exten- 
sions [merge the s branch first, then position point 21. The calculation for 
p13 is independent of point 2. 
Given O<I < 1, fix s so that s/[l(s+ l)] > 1. Let k =sj. Then 
k/(j+ k) =s/(s+ l), and the product expression for p13 shows that it 
approaches [s/(s+ l)]” as j-+ co. The proof is completed by showing that 
there are arbitrarily large values of j for which 1 - pi2 6 i d pz3. 
Substitution of sj for k and rearrangement of terms yields the following 
equivalent expression for 1 - p,2 d A < p23: 
(i+l)(s+1)[&j-l] 
GhG(j+l)(s+l) A(flj++lt+l)-l . [ . 1 
The difference between these bounds on h is (j+ l)/[A( j(s + 1) + l)] > 0. 
We need to show that there are integral h > 1 that satisfy the preceding 
inequalities for arbitrarily large values of j. 
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Suppose first that I is rational, say I = p/q for positive integers p and q. 
The lower bound on h is then 
h= j+l 
0 
( > 
p cv-(s+ 1) PI. 
Set j= mp - 1 for m E { 2, 3,...}. Then ho is an integer, so we take h = ho = 
m[sq - (s + 1) p] to satisfy the bounds on h. Since m is unrestricted above, 
there are arbitrarily large j for which 1 - plz < II < pz3. 
Suppose next that A is irrational. Consider the following inequalities for 
positive integers p and q: 
$cq<~+ 1 
2. J.[s(s + l)( 1 - l/p) + s/p]' 
With s fixed, the second ratio on the right side approaches { A[s(s + 1 )] } ~ ’ 
as p gets large. It then follows from the theory of continued fractions, e.g., 
Lang [4, Chap. 1, Sect. 21, that there are arbitrarily large integers q that 
satisfy the preceding inequalities. 
Let (p, q) be one such pair, and take j = p - 1 and h = sq - p(s + 1). 
Then the previous inequalities on h are 
6p(s+ 1) 
[ 
(P-l)s+l -1 
A((p- l)(s+ I)+ 1) 1 ’ 
and it is readily checked that these are tantamount to the bounds on q in 
the preceding paragraph. It follows that there are arbitrarily large j for 
which l-p,,<16pz3. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
We assume throughout this section that A + ,U 3 1 and maxj A, p} < 1. 
For convenience we use the complementary quantities 
p=l-A 
0=1-p 
and the ratios pzl, ~32, and p3], Our task is to show that for every 6 > 0 
there is a poset for which p21 < p, ~32 Q 0, and p31 3 pa[ 1 + log( l/pa)] - 6. 
This will be established with poset III in Fig. 5. It has a + b + 2c + 2s + 1 
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FIGURE 5 
points. As in the preceding proof, we first fix s and let the other parameters 
increase without limit. Given p and (T, the limit ratios of a/c and b/c are 
denoted by a and /I. The values of a and /I are chosen for the given s so 
that pz, approximately equals p and p 32 approximately equals cr. To sim- 
plify matters, I shall omit the error analysis that is involved here and later 
in the proof. 
After working with fixed s, we then increase s without limit to conclude 
that psi can be gotten arbitrarily near to po[ 1 + log( ~/PO)]. It should be 
kept in mind that a, b, and c are always much larger than s, and that a and 
j? change as s increases in such a way that p2i w  p and p32 w  cr for all s. 
The following counting lemma will be needed. 
LEMMA 2. Let N* denote the number of finear extensions of the poset in 
Fig. 6. When x, y, and t increase without limit as z and w  remain fixed, 
N* ~ (x + t)“‘(v + t)’ 
z! w! . 
When t = 0 and y and w  increase without limit as x and z remain fixed, 
1 
N*=(x+z+l)! “=0 v 
i ( x+z+l ) y”wx+z+l--q 
Proof: Suppose first that z and w  are fixed and that x, y, and t increase. 
We merge the w  branch into the vertical chain and then merge the z branch 
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into the rest to form each linear extension. The number of linear extensions 
when exactly v points on the w  branch fall between * and ** is 
for v = 0, l,..., w. As x, y, and t get large, 
N,E 
t”x+“(t + y)= 
v!(w - v)! z! . 
Since the limits on v do not change, 
(t+y)= w t”x+” 
N*= f N,zZ! 1 
"=O "=. v!(w-v)! 
(t + y)"(t + xy 
= 
z! w! 
Suppose next that t = 0, x and z are fixed, and y and w  increase. Let r] 
denote the number of points from the z branch that fall between * and ** 
in a linear extension. Then 
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We return to Fig. 5. Let N be the number of linear extensions of poset 
III, and let NZ, and NX, be the number of linear extensions that have 
2 >* 1 (2 above 1) and 3 >* 2 (3 above 2), respectively. By the first part of 
Lemma 2, with a, b, and c increasing and s fixed, 
NE(a+b+c- 1)2’ 
(s!)2 ’ 
N 
21 
=(a+b+c- l)“(b+c-1)” 
(s!)2 ’ 
N z(a+c-l)“(a+b+c-l)” 
32 
(s!)2 . 
Therefore, as a, b, and c increase in such a way that a/c + CI and b/c + 8, 
Since we want p2i wp and ~32 M cr, we solve p = [(fl+ l)/(cr + fl+ l)]” and 
~7 = [(a + l)/(a + /I + l)]” for CI and j3 in terms of p, CJ, and s to get 
tl= 
1 - p 
p’/s+ol/s- 1 
P= 
1 - ow 
pw+al/s- 1’ 
With no loss in generality, it is presumed that s is large enough to give 
p”” + o”‘> 1. Since p and 0 are positive, p”” -+ 1 and a”” -+ 1 as s gets 
large. 
Our final step is to assess the effects of this construction on pj, as s 
increases. To do this we first obtain an approximate expression for p3,, 
given s, from the latter part of Lemma 2. The exact value N,, of the num- 
ber of linear extensions of poset III that have 3 above 1 equals NT, - NTi*, 
where the latter numbers refer to the posets in Fig. 7. The left poset in 
Fig. 7 comes from poset III by placing 3 above 1 but ignoring the fact that 
1 is below 4 in poset III. The right poset in Fig. 7 also has 3 above 1 and 
combines this with 1 above 4. The correct value of N,, is obtained by sub- 
tracting the number of linear extensions for the right poset from the num- 
ber for the left poset. 
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By the latter part of Lemma 2, 
1 s 2s 
myj-q=, v c”(a+b+cY-” 
c( > 
1 s--l 2s 
NX*yj-q=o ” (a+b+c)“c’“-‘. 
cc > 
With s fixed, ~3~ = (N:, - N3:*)/N, and ajc + M: and b/c -+ j?, we obtain 
Since the preceding solutions for c1 and b at s give o! + /I + 1 = 
(pvS+a’/“- I)-‘, 
p~+(p+o”“- 1)’ 
2s 
0 s-l \t +,;a2s [(p11~+01/~-l)“-(pl~~+~‘/~-1)2.~--~,]. 
0 s 
It remains to evaluate the limits of the two parts of the right-hand side of 
this expression as s -+ co. We claim that 
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The first of these follows from I’Hospital’s rule applied to the logarithm of 
(p’l” + &s - 1)“: 
log(p”” + Cl/s - 1)” = 
log(p”“+Crl’“- 1). 
l/s . 
dlog(qds= [p”“(logp)+cr”“(log a)]( -l/s*) 
4 l/s)lds (~““+a”“-l)(-l/s2) 
-i log p + log 0 = log(pa). 
Hence (p”” + CJ”‘- 1)” converges to ~0, 
To show that the sum converges to po log( l/pa), let g(s) = p*‘” + a”’ - 1, 
denote the sum by S(s), and rewrite S(s) as 
S(s) =- (::, 1;; (y)(;)” cgw-gw-‘1. 
s 
By Stirling’s formula, (‘,s) g 22s/(7cs)1’2, so 
As s gets large, the normal approximation to the binomial distribution and 
the central limit theorem tell us that, with t = (v - s)/fi with respect to 
the binomial distribution where Pr(v) = (2) 2-*‘, t is approximately nor- 
mally distributed with mean 0 and variance 1. Since g(s)” -g(s)*“-” is 
positive and bounded above by 1, it follows that 
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When this is combined with 2’“/(y) E ,,&, we get 
A change in variable here from t to x = t/,,/% gives 
S(S)Z{:_~ [g(s)““~“‘-g(s)““+“‘] se-=‘dx. 
The term in brackets, g(s)S(‘-s) -g(~)~(‘+~‘), is quite insensitive to s and 
converges rapidly to (pa)’ --x - (pa)’ +-= as s gets large. It follows that 
[(pa)‘-“-(pa)‘+“] se-““2dx 
=/NJ 
5 
:=, [(p~)~” - (pa)“] se-“-‘* dx. 
To evaluate the integral here, we again change variables from x to y with 
xzs-7 and dx = -(log S) spy dy: 
5 -:=, [(pa)-“- (po)“] se-&” dx 
= s yIo {~~~[(pa)~~-“- (po,S-‘1) e-“‘~“s’~2y(logs)2 dy. 
As s gets large, the term in braces converges to -log(pa) = log( l/pa) via 
1’Hospital’s rule. Hence 
S(s)z:palog(l/pa) j”. e-“‘-2Ys1-2y(log.s)2 dy 
y=o 
= pa log( l/pa)[e-S’-21]~ 
=palog(l/po)[l -e-‘1 -+polog(l/pa). 
This completes the proof that the sum in the preceding approximation for 
p31 converges to pa log( l/pa). 
We conclude that p31 is approximately equal to po + pa log( l/pa) when 
s is large. 
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